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Sound financial management begins with a good farm accounting system. Every Farmer should be certain that their financial records management system meets today’s business information needs. Making the right decisions is a tough chore for farmers in today’s economic climate. Emphasis in any business should always be on profits, because without profit, credit will not always be available, nor does a business have to worry about taxes.

Farm Bureau offers you an opportunity to modernize your farm record keeping chores, to manage capital, credit and taxes, just as you have all the other farm operations.

The Farm Bureau AGMASTER program is designed entirely for farm business. Since its beginning in 1966, it has become one of the most efficient, accurate and easy-to-use farm records systems available anywhere.

Of all the members that use AGMASTER we can categorize the usage by using a hierarchy of use (see Figure 1). At the bottom of the pyramid is the group of farmers that utilize their farm accounting records for income tax purposes only.

Figure 1 - AGMASTER Hierarchy of usage
The second step up the scale are the individuals that utilize their farm accounting records to perform whole-farm business analysis. In short, these farmers use their records to determine whether or not the farming operation as a whole is operating profitably. The components of the business analysis consist of: Balance Sheet (market value and cost basis), Accrual Income Statement, Statement of Owners Equity, Financial Ratio Analysis, Farm Business Analysis, Comparative Trend Analysis and Statement of Cash Flows. A host of supporting schedules also accompany the Farm Business Analysis for documentation purposes.

The third and final step in the hierarchical scale is the use of enterprise analysis. Enterprise analysis examines each individual enterprise to determine profitability and cost of production. As an example, enterprise analysis may be used to determine whether the corn, beans, hogs or cattle on an individual basis have been operating profitably. In addition, AGMASTER members may then view an enterprise analysis report to determine the reasons for profit or loss in a given enterprise.

AGMASTER's three step hierarchy represents a mastery learning concept. Individuals should exhibit proficiency in the lower level before advancing. As one moves up the scale additional effort and knowledge will be required to obtain accurate information. Farm Business Analysis and Enterprise Analysis are valuable components of a Farm Accounting system, but the user needs to have a basic understanding of how numbers are calculated in order to fully benefit.